In the present note, shifts for a right invertible operator D induced by an analytic function are considered. Algebraic, differential and integral properties of these shifts defined on a set of D-polynomials are studied. In particular, the Cauchy theorem and the Cauchy integral formula are given. 0. Denote by L(X) the set of all linear operators with, domains and ranges in a linear space over the field € of the complex numbers and by L Q (X) the set of all operators AeL(X) with dom A=X. An operator DeL(X) is said to be right invertible if there exists an operator R€L(X) such that DR=I. The set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X) will be denoted by R(X). If DeR(X) then we denote by the set of all right inverses of D. In the sequel we shall assume that dim ker D*0 and that right inverses belong to It is easy to verify the following fundamental properties: (i) For all f,g e H(K(a;r)); A,yeC
Tr;i v, = AT^i + uT {m l ,
(ii) For
f e H(K(a;r) ) , neIN, hen
We admit here and in the sequel that all assumptions of 
Proof. For all hen we have on the set P(R)
where l(h)=l for heK(a;r). Formula (1.1) and Proposition 1.1 (i) together imply that for hen we have on P(R)
,(m) A similar proof for negative integers.
2. In this section, we shall study the operators D q T^ f CP)
on the set P(R), where qelNg,-m,p e Z.
Here we admit that all assumptions of Section 1 are satisfied.
Lemma 2.1. Let nelN. Then for all heQ
Proof. Let hen, zeker D, kelN Q be arbitrarily fixed. By the definition, we write 
It is easy to derive from our definitions the following Proposition 2.2. Let neIN, melNg. Then on the set P(R)
for all hei2.
Proof. Observe that f (q) (a) = q!a g and
on P(R) for all qelNg, where, as before l(h)=l on K(a;r). Fix hef). Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 1.1 together imply that Suppose Formula (2.5) to be true for an arbitrarily fixed Then Formula (2.6) implies that on P(R) Proof. Let hen be arbitrarily fixed. Formula (1.3), Proposition 1.3 and Formula (2.7) together imply on P(R) 
Now, we compute derivatives and integrals for these functional shifts. The equality T^1^ 0 on P(R) for hefi and Theorem 2.1 together imply that on the set P(R)for all hefi (2.13)
The following formulae hold for hefi on P(R):
This follows from Formula (2.1) and the equality ^ ^ = I on the set P(R) for hefi.
By Proposition 2.4 and Formulae (2.13), as for formal derivatives and formal integrals for considered functional shifts, we obtain on P(R) for all hefi Proof. Let heQ be arbitrary fixed, {C n > is a sequence such that h+C e fi for all neIN and lim C = 0. Write :t=h-a, n fWa> ^n t =t+f . For k^l we have n s n
x'(R k_j z).
On the other hand, by the definition, Proof. Let hen be arbitrarily fixed. Let {C n > be a sequence such that h+C e n for all neIN and lim C =0. Write s n n^co s n (h+C n -a) j -(h-a) j t . = a., j=0,l,...,k; neIN. n,J C n J Then
Formula (3.3) is also true for k=0 (cf.the proof of Lemma 3.1). (ii) The mapping T^^ix;.) is strongly holomorphic in n and ^^(x/h) = DT^) ( x;h) = DT^} ^x (heO).
(iii) For x'eX' ^'(T^x/h)) = x'(4L-T( m) (x;h)) (hefi). Now, we consider an indefinite integral of the mapping T f (x;h) with xeP(R).
Theorem 3.4.
Suppose that n £ K(a;r) is a domain, aen.
